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BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD OF FLORIDA BUSINESS OVERVIEW
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A . HISTORY

(_

•

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida is the state's largest and oldest
health insurer. Its long tradition of growth and progress reflects its
ability to adapt and change with the times.

•

BCBSF was created from a merging of two organizations - the Florida
Hospital Service Corporation and the Florida Medical Services
Corporation.

•

The Florida Hospital Service Corporation was created in 1944 and
became Blue Cross of Florida in 1951.

•

The Florida Medical Services Corporation was created in 1946 and
became Blue Shield of Florida in 1951.

•

Non-group enrollment in the Plans was opened to the public on a
· statewide basis for the first time in 1951.

•

Blue Cross of Florida and Blue Shield of Florida began administering
the Federal Employee Health Benefits program in 1957.

•

In 1966, the ·two organizations also became the primary administrators
of the Medicare.program in the state of Florida.

•

Blue Cross of Florida and Blue Shield of Florida consolidated to fonn a
single corporation in July 1980. This improved administration and
increased efficiency by eliminating duplication.

•

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida changed its legal classification as
a not-for-profit hospital and medical/surgical service plan to that of a
mutual insurance company on October 1, 1982.

•

BCBSF is subject to the same statutory and regulatory guidelines;
including rate filing guidelines, as commercial insurers.

.
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BCBSA began its work on HMOs in 1979. In 1981, BCBSF became
affiliated with Capital Health Plan, a staff model HMO. BCBSF acquired
South Florida Group Health in 1982. In 1984, BCBSF incorporated
Health Options, Inc. as a for-profit subsidiary. Health Options now
operates throughout the state of Florida and has the largest commercial
HMO enrollment network in the state.
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In 1984, the board of directors of BCBSF adopted a policy of no hospital
administrators and limited physician participation on the board to enable
the company to enter into arms-length contract negotiations with
providers.
In 1988, BCBSF incorporated Florida Combined · -Life Insurance
Company, Inc., as a wholly-owned life insurance subsidiary. FCL is
licensed to conduct business in Florida, Georgia, South Carolina, and
Alabama.

BUSINESS STRUCTURE
•

BCBSF manages its business by market segment.
The market
segments are Local Group, Direct Pay (Individual), National/Corporate
and Government.

•

LOCAL GROUP MARKET. The local group market consists of group
Local group
businesses of all sizes headquartered in Florida.
business is managed on a five-region basis. This approach allows
BCBSF to tailor products to customers' needs.

•

DIRECT MARKET. The direct market targets individuals who purchase
health care coverage directly from BCBSF. It includes products for
customers under and over age 65. Historically, this has been a
profitable segment for the company because of the large number of
senior citizens moving to the state who need special coverage to
supplement Medicare.

•

NATIONAUCORPORATE MARKET. The National Market is focused
on companies with locations outside of Florida and also selected large
public and private employer groups within Florida.
This market
contains:
Out-of-area business: Subscribers of other BCBS Plans for which
BCBSF processes claims.
Multi-state headquartered outside Florida:
Subscribers of
. businesses that are headquartered outside Florida that BCBSF
processes and pays the claims, in addition to accounts that BCBSF
services and receives an administrative fee but assumes no
additional risk.
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Multi-state headquartered
headquartered in Florida.

in

Florida:

National

businesses

Corporate accounts: Select employers whose size, complexity and
locations are best served through a coordinated corporate
response.
The State of Florida Account: Employees are offered the State
Health Plan (ASO) which is administered by BCBSF.
This
accounts for approximately 108,500 BCBSF contracts. Employees
are also offered HMO coverage with BCBSF and its affiliates
covering approximately 17,500 HMO contracts. The State contract
expires December 31, 1995.
Federal Employees Health Benefits Program: .Also managed as
part of the National Market. BCBSF's enrollment was 127,000 as
of the end of 1994.
•
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GOVERNMENT MARKET:
BCBSF is the primary contractor for
administering the Medicare program in Florida. BCBSF is one of the
nation's largest Medicare Part A contractors and the largest single-state
Medicare Part B contractor in the country.

SENIOR STAFF/BOARD OF DIRECTORS
•

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida has a very strong senior
management team with solid management abilities, as well a·s a wealth
of insurance and financial services experience. Listed in the Appendix,
pages VII 53-71 are the biographies of the members of executive and
senior staff.

•

The corporation operates with no less than 15 and no more than 21
members on the board of directors. The background of board members
includes such fields as investment counseling, public utilities, economic
Theeducation, banking, retail, law and the health care field.
biographies of the members of the board of directors are included in the
Appendix, pages VII 72-75.

•

Executive staff is comprised of the president and chief executive officer
of the corporation, one executive vice president, and seven senior vice
presidents. An organization chart for the corporation is included in the
Appendix, page VII 76.
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RELATIONSHIP WITH THE BCBS ASSOCIATION
•

BCBSF is a member of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association
(BCBSA), an association of independent Blue Cross and Blue Shield
plans.

•

All plans using the Blue Cross and Blue Shield name and symbols
(service marks) must belong to the Association.

•

Recent changes to the Association's membership standards eliminated
the requirement that Plans maintain a not-for-profit corporate status.
Additionally, BCBSA now permits Plans to conduct operations through
subsidiary corporations with minority investor ownership in order to meet
the need for organizational flexibility in the rapidly evolving health care
marketplace.

-
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•

BCBSA provides computer services that link 67 locally-managed and
independent plans, including BCBSF.

•

BCBSA serves as a clearinghouse on technology assessment and is an
active participant in the national public policy debate on health-care
issues.

•

BCBSA also acts as a contractor, on behalf of the plans, for the largest
national account syndicate through its Federal Employee Health
Benefits Program (FEP).

•

BCBSA monitors the operating and financial performance of each Plan.
It sets certain operating and financial guidelines which it interprets on a
Plan-by-Plan basis to reflect the social, political and economic
environment in which each Plan operates and protects the integrity of
the service marks.

RELATIONSHIP WITH REGULATORS
•

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida (BCBSF) is primarily regulated by
the Florida Department of Insurance (DOI). The DOI has been an
active regulator, and BCBSF is working to continue to maintain a good
arms-length relationship with DOI. BCBSF has worked with the Florida
DOI in their efforts to promulgate solid model insurance laws through
the National Association of Insurance Commissioners.

(
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•

BCBSF is licensed as a mutual insurance company. As such, BCBSF
is subject to the same statutory and regulatory rate filing guidelines
as commercial insurers. Although these guidelines allow BCBSF to
implement rate changes thirty days after the rate filing is ·submitted
to the DOI (assuming the DOI has not taken regulatory action),
BCBSF has historically waited for affirmative DOI approvat prior to
implementing rate changes for direct pay (i.e., individual) policies.

•

The most recent audit by the DOI covered the period ending
December 31, 1993.
BCBSF received the draft audit report in
October 1995 and is preparing a formal response. No significant
negative findings were noted.

PUBLIC POLICY
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida believes the Unite·d States'
health care system has many strengths, and is among the best in
the world. We also believe that reform is needed to improve the
current system. We support health care reform that is marketbased and emphasizes the efficient delivery of quality care.

(

We advocate reform that 1} provides enough and the right type of
information so purchasers can make informed value-based
decisions; 2) improves purchasers' incentives to shop for value in
health plans; 3) removes legal and regulatory barriers obstructing a
competitive market; 4) encourages the continued development of
managed care programs; and 5) promotes innovation through
experimentation with new programs and approaches.
A health care system built on the private market provides the
competition needed to reduce costs by increasing efficiency, while
improving quality and expanding access. When market forces are
at work, people choose health plans that offer the best value for
their health care dollar; inefficient health plans will be more costly, and will either improve or leave the market.

C

In a competitive private market system, consumers direct change
through their purchasing behaviour. This has been occurring in the
health care industry over the past several decades with tremendous •
positive changes taking place in the financing and delivery of care.
Further improvements are needed and Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Florida is committed to being an innovator and leader in the
improvement process.
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These beliefs are the basis for our public policy positions and
actions on health care reform. The following provides an overview
of state and national health care reform activities.
Florida
Health care was not a major topic for the Florida Legislature in the
1995 legislative session. The Legislature focused its attention on
other issues, including the budget and changes in the
telecommunications industry. Although health care was not a
- focus for the session, several important health care issues were
debated. However, no major health care legislation was passed
during the 1995 session.
Anti-managed care
The most threatening issues to BCBSF, our customers, and to all
Floridians who currently benefit from managed care were the antimanaged care proposals. Opponents of managed care again
introduced proposals they had backed during the 1994 session
without success -- "any willing provider," "direct access," and
"mandated point-of-service HMO." In addition, the Florida Medical
Association (FMA) launched a strong campaign against managed
care. Using bill language, other materials, and legislative strategy
developed by the American Medical Association, the FMA
organized a strong lobbying effort among their members to support
their Patient Protection Act. This act contained many harmful
components, including anti-competitive revisions to anti-trust law,
and other provisions which would severely limit the ability ~f
managed care plans to selectively contract with physicians.
These anti-managed care proposals would damage the gains made
by managed care companies to reduce costs while assuring quality
of care. They would destroy two very important tools used by
managed care companies: the ability to contract selectively with
the providers they need to serve their customers, and the ability to
have primary care physicians act as care co-ordinators for all of a
patient's care.
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The threat of anti-managed care legislation persisted throughout
the 1995 legislative session. There were a large number of antimanaged care proposals and many were advanced in the legislative
process, such as:
.•

any willing provider/dentist/Medicaid community-based ·primary
care/pharmacy, with the AW Dentist proposal reaching the
Senate floor and the AW provider proposal being passed by the
Senate Health Care Committee;

•

direct access (self-referral) in HMOs for cancer centers, and for
optometrists, ophthalmologists, and dermatologists with direct
access reaching both ·floors;

•

anti-trust provider protection which was passed by two Senate
committees;

•

patient protection provisions including due process and
grievance procedures for provider network
applicants/participants;

•

point-of-service mandates on HMOs and employers.

BCBSF was able to help stop the anti-managed care legislation by
building on our 1994 grassroots efforts and again mobilizing our
customers, employees, and other concerned Floridians through a
concentrated grassroots initiative. The 1995 initiative was
designed to raise awareness of the threat of anti-managed care
legislation. It called on concerned Floridians to contact their
legislators and voice their opposition to the specific proposals.

Improving access to coverage
Also during the 1995 legislative session there were proposals to
improve Floridians' access to health care coverage.

(:,;, ,:

The Governor again promoted legislation to establish the Florida
Health Security Program, designed to subsidize the purchase of
private insurance coverage for uninsured Floridians. Despite having
received administrative approval from the Health Care Financing
Administration (HCFA), the proposal was never considered by any
committee. The Governor continues to try to garner support
among legislators and the public for a special legislative session to
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pass this proposal. BCBSF supports the concept of a subsidy
program, but has serious concerns about the effectiveness of the
design and financing of the Governor's program. BCBSF continues
to work with the Governor and his staff to develop innovative
solutions to reduce the number of uninsured Floridians, such as a
subsidy to fund COBRA coverage and the extension ef COBRA-like
continued coverage for employees of small companies ·(less than
20 employees).
Several insurance market reforms were proposed, including
individual guaranteed issue and guaranteed renewability, but had
- little momentum in the 1995 legislative session. BCBSF opposes
individual guaranteed issue because it would drive up prices in the
individual market and as a result, would eventually add to the
number of uninsured. BCBSF supports guaranteed renewability.
National
Health care reform

(

The 104th Congress' main goals include streamlining the
operations of the federal government, reducing federal regulation,
and laying the foundation for balancing the federal budget.
Although health care reform is not a major focus, health care
reform legislation continues to be developed by key Congressional
leaders. Incremental reform is most likely, with the focus on
portability, limits on pre-existing conditions, and medical savings
accounts. As proposals are developed, BCBSF continues to work
with the Florida Congressional delegation to raise awareness of
issues, support effective reforms, and voice concerns abou~
harmful proposals. In addition, BCBSF is working with BCBSA
Washington staff to support their lobbying efforts.
Medicare reform
Because of the focus on balancing the budget by 2002, Medicare
reform is becoming one of the defining issues of the federal budget
debate. The Medicare Hospital Insurance (HI) Board of Trustees'
recent report predicted that the HI (Part A) trust fund will be
bankrupt by the year 2002. Congressional leaders say major
Medicare reform must occur now to save the program for future
retirees and that $250-300 billion in Medicare savings must be
achieved over seven years.

/
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Major proposals expected in the Medicare reform debate include
means testing and higher Part B premiums and co-payments;
incentives to encourage beneficiaries to join managed care plans; a
voucher system that would allow beneficiaries to purchase their
own health care coverage and potentially share in savings; and
reductions in reimbursements to providers.
President Clinton continues to state he will not consider Medicare
reform unless it is within the context of overall health care reform.

-while Medicare and other spending cut targets were established by
the passage of budget resolutions, specific ways to achieve the
cuts are now the responsibility of committees with specific
program jurisdiction.
BCBSF has developed a preliminary proposal for Medicate reform
and is working with both BCBSA staff and the Florida
Congressional delegation to promote effective program
improvements.
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